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State preparation

Time evolution

Energy estimation

Classical feedback

KAT-1 quantum computing and simulation

Hybrid quantum computer
• Variational algorithms
• Ultracold atom based
• Rydberg atoms

Solve problems in Quantum Chemistry

QT/e - KAT 1 hybrid quantum computing

Quantum co-processor
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Figuur 3: Structuur van het Quantumdelta NL programma 

Omdat het een omvangrijk plan is met veel verschillende lijnen, volgt hieronder de essentie van het 
actieplan: 

x Ten eerste zullen wij de komende jaren technologieplatforms bouwen die zich meten in de wedloop 
voor grotere, betere en schaalbare quantum systemen. Dit zijn (wo)man-on-the-moon projecten 
waar het oog van de wereld op is gericht en die het beste talent binden. Quantum Inspire, het 
Nationale Quantum Netwerk en quantum sensing testbeds, die we inbrengen in grootschalige 
Europese quantum programma’s, bieden tevens de mogelijkheid de markt verder te ontwikkelen en 
applicaties te verkennen met eindgebruikers, bijvoorbeeld voor de chemie, luchtvaart, veiligheid, 
logistiek en life sciences en gezondheid. 

x Ten tweede zijn onorthodoxe maatregelen nodig op alle schakels in het innovatie-ecosysteem. Er 
wordt een muurloze µQuantumdelta¶ gecreëerd waar internationaal toptalent zich thuis kan voelen, 
met de vrijheden, faciliteiten en beloningsstructuur die daarbij passen. We investeren in onderzoek, 
startups en MKB en zorgen voor een integraal valorisatiebeleid dat alle onderzoekers in Nederland 
ondersteunt bij de ondernemerschapsambities. 

x Ten derde investeren we in de fysieke campus- en onderzoeksfaciliteiten die nodig zijn voor de 
ontwikkeling van de technologie en om de innovatieve samenwerking tussen onderzoekers, 
bedrijven, investeerders en studenten een plek te geven. De nationale cleanroom-infrastructuur die 
ook voor nanotechnologie en fotonica belangrijk is, krijgt een upgrade en in Delft wordt een nieuwe 
campusomgeving neergezet waar onderwijsgebouwen, QuTech, publieke en industriële labs, 
startups en studenten samenkomen. Ook in Amsterdam, Leiden, Twente en Eindhoven komen 
lokale hubs. 

x Tenslotte wordt Nederland µquantum ready¶ gemaakt door aandacht voor de maatschappelijke en 
ethische aspecten van quantum technologie en quantum onderwijs te bieden vanaf de middelbare 
school tot de doorlopende leerlijnen van middelbare school, MBO, HBO en WO waar zowel alfa-, 
bèta- als gamma-disciplines een rol spelen. 

3.2 KAT-1 | Quantum Inspire: het Europese quantum computing platform met 
applicatieontwikkeling 

Carla, de founder van GEM, de startup die Germanium qubits ontwikkelt, neemt samen met haar IP 
jurist het contract met Quantum Inspire door. Zij wil graag haar qubits aan het Inspire platform hangen, 
een prachtig kanaal om gebruikers en klanten te bereiken. En meteen ook een sterke showcase richting 
ATOS en diens grote concurrent, Q4U uit Rijswijk, die geïntegreerde quantum computers commercieel 
aanbieden op basis van de beste componenten. De jurist heeft wel wat nuttige tips, maar uiteindelijk is 
het ook een strategische en gevoelsmatige beslissing. Ze wil in elk geval doorpakken, want je moet het 
ijzer smeden wanneer het heet is! 

Four Action Lines
With three demonstrator projects
This is the lead for QT in the Netherlands!



Demonstrator - Rydberg hybrid quantum computer
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the case of H2, remove two qubits associated with the spin–parity 
 symmetries, reducing the Hamiltonian to a six-qubit problem that 
encodes eight spin orbitals. A similar approach is used to map LiH 
onto four qubits. The Hamiltonians for H2, LiH and BeH2 at their 
 lowest-energy interatomic distances (bond distance) are given  explicitly 
in Supplementary Information.

The results from an optimization procedure are illustrated in Fig. 2, 
using the Hamiltonian for BeH2 at the interatomic distance of 1.7 Å. 
Although using a large number of entanglers UENT helps to achieve 
better energy estimates in the absence of noise, the combined effect 
of decoherence and finite sampling sets the optimal depth for opti-
mizations on our quantum hardware to 0–2 entanglers. The results 
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Figure 2 | Experimental implementation of six-qubit optimization. The 
minimum energy of the six-qubit Hamiltonian describing BeH2 with an 
interatomic distance of l =  1.7 Å (data points) is plotted along with the 
exact value (black dashed line). For each iteration k, the gradient at each 
control !k is approximated using 1,000 samples for energy estimation  
at !+k  (blue) and !!k  (red), which are perturbations to !k along opposite 
directions of a random axis in parameter space. The error bars correspond 
to the standard error of the mean. The inset shows the simultaneous 

optimization of 30 Euler angles that control the trial state preparation. 
Each colour refers to a particular qubit (Q1–Q6; q =  1,!2,!…), following the 
colour scheme in Fig. 1. The final energy estimate (green dashed line) is 
obtained using the average angle over the last 25 angle updates (indicated 
by the green dotted arrow), to mitigate the effect of stochastic fluctuations, 
and with a higher number of samples (100,000), to obtain a more accurate 
energy estimation.
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Figure 3 | Application to quantum chemistry. a–c, Experimental results 
(black filled circles), exact energy surfaces (dotted lines) and density plots 
(shading; see colour scales) of outcomes from numerical simulations, 
for several interatomic distances for H2 (a), LiH (b) and BeH2 (c). The 
experimental and numerical results presented are for circuits of depth 
d =  1. The error bars on the experimental data are smaller than the 
size of the markers. The density plots are obtained from 100 numerical 

outcomes at each interatomic distance. The top insets in each panel 
highlight the qubits used for the experiment and the cross-resonance 
gates (arrows, labelled CRc–t; where ‘c’ denotes the control qubit and ‘t’ the 
target qubit) that constitute UENT. The bottom insets are representations 
of the molecular geometry (not to scale). For all the three molecules, 
the deviation of the experimental results from the exact curves is well 
explained by the stochastic simulations.

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

• Setup Rydberg platform as a robust demonstrator, scale-
up from few 10s to 100 noisy qubits

• Hookup Rydberg platform to Quantum Inspire with 24/7 
online access, system ready for hybrid classical-quantum
calculations

• Collaboration between QT/e and experimental Rydberg
lab at QuSoft on next generation Rydberg platforms

Interesting use cases in the field of quantum chemistry:

Artificial photosynthesis
Nitrogen fixation
Quantum medicine
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Theory

Special thanks to
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Marcin Plodzien
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  Curriculum Vitae 

1. PERSONAL DATA  

 

 
Full name Madhav Mohan 

 Residential Address 

 
301, Kantstrasse 20, Zurich – 8044 

 Telephone number +41-779101708 

 E-mail address madhav.mohan@uzh.ch 

 Age 

 
23 years 

 
 
 

2. EDUCATION  

 

 
2018 - present Attending Masters (MSc.) in Physics at the 

  

University of Zurich, with specialization in 
theoretical condensed matter physics.  
Grades in core courses (out of a maximum of 6.0):  
Condensed Matter (phenomenology) – 5.5 
Quantum Information Theory – 6.0 
Computational Quantum Physics – 6.0  

                               

 2015 - 2018 Bachelor of Science (BSc.) Physics (Honours) at Sri 
  Venkateswara College, University of Delhi 
  Final aggregate GPA – 7.20 

   

 2013 - 2015 10th to 12th Std. (Senior Secondary School), Sardar 
  Patel Vidyalaya, Delhi, India. Specialization in 

  

Science and Computer Science in CBSE board. 
Final percentage – 95.2% 

   2009 - 2013                                     High School (Till 10th Standard), Sardar Patel 

  

Vidyalaya, New Delhi, India. Specialization in 
Science. Grade obtained in 10th Standard – 9.0 
(from a maximum of 10.0, with the passing grade 
being 4.0). 

 
 

3.  RESEARCH EXPERIENCE  

 

 

 

 
 
  03/2020 – present 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Research in the group of Prof. Titus Neupert (under 
supervision of Dr Bartholomew Andrews) at the 
University of Zurich in theoretical condensed 
matter. 
1. Investigated the fractional Quantum Hall effect: 
in particular, studied the statistics of elementary 
excitations from the ground state for  
ν = 2/5 and 3/7 filling for the Hofstadter model. 



Strong interactions at different ranges

short range long range

quantum gases
dipolar molecules

Rydberg atoms electrons and ions
quarksquantum plasmas

8 Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms

MN scaling, for all these quantum physics problems!



quantum model
well-controlled
quantum system

difficult to study
quantum system

theoretical concept

Quantum simulator

Quantum simulation – analog quantum computing

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms9



Digital quantum computing?

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms

Currently in the NISQ regime
Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum computers (Preskill)

• Digital simulation

• Analog simulation

⟩|𝜓(0) ⟩|𝜓(𝑡)

𝑒!
"#$%
ℏ⟩|𝜓(0) ⟩|𝜓(𝑡)
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Ultracold Rydberg atoms
High principal quantum number n

Extreme properties

long lifetime ~ n3

Size: order of micrometer 

Very strong van der Waals interaction 

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms11



Rydberg blockade: correlations

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms12
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Rydberg blockade effect

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms13



Rydberg platform: a dedicated quantum device

SSH model, Davydov soliton

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms

Energy transport (solitons)

14

[M. Płodzień, T. Sowiński, and S. Kokkelmans, Simulating polaron 
biophysics with Rydberg atoms, Scientific Reports. 8,  9247 (2018)]  



Rydberg atom qubits

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms

[M. Morgado and S. Whitlock, arXiv:2011.03031]
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Rydberg dressing
Admixture properties of Rydberg state to atom ground state

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms16

Dressed state acquires life-time:



Quantum simulation based on single atoms

atom

tightly focussed laser beam

Reviews
Quantum computing with neutral atoms, Quantum 4, 327 (2020)
Quantum simulation and computing with Rydberg-interacting qubits, arXiv:2011.03031 (2020)



Holographic optical tweezers for arrays of single atomsTitle of the presentation - by tab Insert -> Header text and Footer text18

Optical tweezer

l Highly focussed laser beam

l Diffraction limit: 

l AC stark shift causes

l Attractive force for δ < 0

l Radial and axial confinement

Phys. Rev. X 8, 041055 (2018)

Magn. Reson. Med. 82, 527–
550 (2019)

Holographic optical tweezers for arrays of single atoms



Control of the qubits (atoms) via tweezers

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms19

Control over interactions: 
global or local, switch or always on



Current setup: explore tweezers with rubidium

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms20



Sr atoms in optical tweezers
UvA group: load tweezers
long lifetimes

On to sorting and larger lattices

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms21

Work by Alex Urech and Ivo Knottnerus

2020, Madjarov et al. Nat. Phys. 16, 857 (2020):88Sr 
(gr) pCUxy(π) , fidelity≥0.991(4), decoherence time
≈2μs, operation time 51 ns



Build up demonstrator facility in Eindhoven

QT/e - KAT 1 hybrid quantum computing22

Work by Marijn Venderbosch, Lotte 
Boer, Deon JvRensburg, Ivo Knottnerus



Quantum chemistry
Born-Oppenheimer approximation:
Molecular Hamiltonian
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[One-electron term]
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Quantum chemistry
Jordan-Wigner transformation: 𝑎)

/, 𝑎) → 𝐼, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍
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[Kandala et al, Nature 549, 242 (2017)] 

State preparation

Time evolution

Energy estimation

Classical feedback



VQE: Simulating the wave function

Quantum computing and simulation with ultracold Rydberg atoms25

3

fermions. Since this transformation is local the electron
configuration can be determined from the qubit state.
Since the number of required qubits is a key factor deter-
mining the required e↵ort for calculation on both phys-
ical systems and in simulations it is desirable to reduce
the number of qubits where possible. This can be done
by projecting on only those states describing the right
amount of electrons (e.g. for LiH the state |101100i
would describe three electrons while only two electrons
are analyzed for the problem). For this purpose a projec-
tor operator ⇧m

elecN on the states describing N electrons
is defined as

⇧m
elecN =

Y

j 6=N
j=0,...,m

Nstate � j

N � j
, (11)

where Nstate is the operator returning the state it oper-
ates on multiplied by the number of electrons described
by the state. A similar projection can be done and spin
up and down of states. Another way of reducing the
amount of qubits necessary to describe the problem is
using the symmetry of the Hamiltonian as described in
section 3.

Because Pm is a complete set for the Hilbert space of
complex 2m ⇥ 2m matrices any m-qubit Hamiltonian H
can be written as a linear combination of elements of the
m-fold Pauli operators in Pm as

H =
X

k

hk�
k, �k 2 Pm,

hk = hH,�ki =
X

i,j

HT
ij�

k
ij = tr(H†�k).

(12)

This is a finite dimensional Fourier decomposition with
the Frobenius inner product on matrix representations of
the operators. Note that in equation (12) �k

ij is a matrix
element, not a Pauli matrix working on a qubit. Any
rotation on a single qubit can be written as

R(↵,�, �, �) = ei↵Z�X�Z�, (13)

where ↵,�, �, � 2 [0, 2⇡]. The operators X� and Z� de-
note a rotation of an angle � around the given axis and
are given by

X� = cos(�/2)I + sin(�/2)X,

Y� = cos(�/2)I � i sin(�/2)Y,

Z� = cos(�/2)I + sin(�/2)Z

(14)

III. TRIAL STATE INITIALIZATION AND
MEASUREMENT

In order to initialize a trial state the individual qubits
have to be put in a requested state using rotations and
entanglement operations. The depth d of a state prepara-
tion is defined as the number of entanglement operations

done in the entire state preparation. Each state on the
Bloch sphere of a single qubit can be reached with a ZXZ-
rotation. Such a rotation on a qubit q at a depth i can
be written as

Uq,i(~✓) = Z✓q,i
1
X✓q,i

2
Z✓q,i

3
, (15)

where ~✓ has three elements for every qubit and depth
pair. In total 3d + 3 rotations would be done for every
qubit. However, in this paper the ansatz will always be
the vacuum state. The first Z�rotation can therefore be
omitted. Thus the parameter vector ~✓ is an element of the
search space [0, 2⇡]⌦dim, the dimension dim = (3d+2)m.
To reach the trial state described by the parameter vector
~✓ the ansatz state | initi is rotated and entangled. The
entanglement operator is Uent. The prepared trial state
after all rotations and entanglements will be

| (~✓)i =
mY

q=1

Uq,d(~✓)⇥ Uent ⇥
mY

q=1

Uq,d�1(~✓)⇥ Uent ⇥ ...

⇥
mY

q=1

Uq,0(~✓)| initi.

(16)
Now that the trial state is prepared the expectation

value of the Hamiltonian can be measured on a quantum
computer as

hHi~✓ =h (~✓)|H| (~✓)i =
X

k

hkh (~✓)|�k| (~✓)i

=
X

k

hkh (~✓)|�k
1�

k
2 ...�

k
m| (~✓)i.

(17)

In quantum computers these expectation values require
su�cient measurements. In simulation the expectation
values require an inner product of matrices and vectors.

IV. Z2 SYMMETRY QUBIT REDUCTION
SCHEME

This section formally justifies the qubit removal pro-
cess as described by Bravyi et al. [1]. In this process the
Z2 symmetries in Hamiltonians [15], which often origi-
nate from geometric symmetries in the molecule, are ex-
ploited to reduce the amount of qubits to describe the
Hamiltonian. The reductions will substantially lower
computation power and time if these symmetries are
present. The main idea of the qubit reduction scheme
is to transform a m-qubit Hamiltonian in such a way
that the Pauli operators in the decomposition will all
have either I or X as the last r factors (e.g. YXXZIX
and ZXYZXX). If the r-th term of every Pauli operator
in the decomposition is I or X then [H,�x

r ] = 0, so the
Hamiltonian H and �x

r commute and thus share common
eigenvectors. One can therefore replace the r-th factors
of the operators with the eigenvalues ±1 and thus ta-
per o↵ a qubit [1]. First some definitions are given and
lemmas are proven in order to help prove the scheme.



Specific architecture
Investigate hardware-specific entanglement
• NISQ area: optimize every step!

Chain pairs
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9 Multiqubit Entanglement

9.1 Evident gates

An important ingredient of the VQE algorithm is the entanglement scheme. Several multiqubit entanglement
schemes have been proposed in the literature for the Uent operator. The controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate is the
textbook example of an entangling gate and takes the following form

CNOT =

0

BB@

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

1

CCA (36)

The gate switches the last second qubit if and only if the first qubit is in the 1 state. For this reason the first
qubit is called the control qubit and the second qubit is called the target qubit. Obvious choices for multiqubit
entaglement involve combinations of such CNOT gates. A way to entangle many qubits is by applying CNOT
gates in a chain. The first qubit targets the second, the second the third, etc. The quantum circuit diagram is
shown below.

|q1i

|q2i

|q3i

|q4i

Another method to entangle many qubits is by applying a CNOT gate to every pair of qubits. This method
is very similar to the CNOT chain method described above. More CNOT gates are necessary for this. The
quantum circuit diagram is shown below.

|q1i

|q2i

|q3i

|q4i

It is well known that the CNOT gate together with the Hadamard gate and all phase gates is a universal
set of operators, meaning that all operators can be decomposed into a sequence of these operators. However,
this decomposition can be very extensive (for instance the decomposition of the 3-qubit Tofolli gate requires 9
single qubit and 6 CNOT gates [19]). Therefore, a lot of errors can occur and a more direct implementation
of multi-qubit gates is preferred. One way of doing this is by utilizing physical interactions of the system of
qubits. Some examples of these are analyzed in subsequent sections.

9.2 Krawtchouk chain

The Krawtchouk chain is an entangling method based on the physical Hamiltonian of a Rydberg system which
can be described as an interacting spin chain. The coupling of N Rydberg atoms is described by a Hamiltonian
of the form [?]

H =
NX

j=1

↵j(t)�
X
j + �j(t)�

Y
j + �j(t)�

Z
j +

N�1X

j=1

Jj(t)

2
(�X

j �X
j+1 + �Y

j �Y
j+1) (37)

Where ↵i,�i, �i and Ji are real time-dependent functions over which control is assumed. The specific choice

JK
i (t) = �J

2

p
i(N � i), ↵K

i (t) = �K
i (t) = �K

i (t) = 0 (38)
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Specific architecture
Krawtchouk chain
Multi-qubit gate
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gives rise to the Krawthcouk chain Hamiltonian Hk
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j �Y
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Applying Hk for a time t = ⇡
J mirrors the left and right side of the chain multiplied by a phase factor. This

operator is hence dubbed iSWAPN . Another interesting property is applying the chain for a pulse t = ⇡
J to

the product state |+iN . This produces a complete graph state which is equivalent to the GHZ state.
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e�iHkrawt
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|q6i

The Krawtchouk chain is an important method to retrieve other multiqubit gates. Several researches have
confirmed that the Krawtchouk Hamiltonian gate can be transformed, using only few one and two qubit rota-
tions, to yield some more insightful gates. Two examples of this are the iSWAP2 gate and the CkNOT gate.
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The iSWAP2 gate swaps the last two qubits and multiplies each state by a phase i. This swapping is
controlled by the first m� 2 qubits. The decomposition in the Krawtchouk Hamiltonian and some one and two
qubits gates can be seen on the right. The CkNOT gate is a controlled not gate where the first m � 1 qubits
are the control qubits while the last qubit is the target qubit.

9.3 Rydberg systems

According to criteria set by DiVincenzo [4] a viable system for quantum computing must have the following
elements: well-defined qubits that allow for initialization into well-characterized, long-lived quantum states with
the capability of high-fidelity state-dependent readout; a means to deterministically and controllably entangle
individual qubits without decoherence; and the ability to transfer entanglement remotely.

A promising technique for quantum computing is with an array of Rydberg atoms, which are very similar
to the ionic system, the best developped quantum computing system to date. Rydberg atoms are heavy atoms
with one high energy electron. These electrons can be excited with a laser to two hyperfine states |0i and |1i
which represent the qubit states. A first laser beam can perform Raman transitions between the states |0h and
|1i. A second laser can perform 2-photon excitation from |1i to a higher energy state |ri.

In 1999, Jaksch et al. [9] proposed the concept of dipole or Rydberg blockade for entangling atom pairs at
distances of greater than 1 micron. In Rydberg atoms the interaction approaches the resonant dipole-dipole
limit. For two Rubidium atoms seperated 10µm this interaction is about 100MHz. This is much higher than
the magnetic dipole-dipole or the second-order dipole-dipole interaction. This high interaction causes the energy
level of |ri for atom 2 to shift upwards when atom 1 is in its own |ri state. When this happens atom 2 can no
longer be excited to its |ri state and is said to be blocked. The basic entanglement operation of this system is
the controlled phase gate Cz. The control atom is given a ⇡-pulse allowing |0i ! |0i and |1i ! �i|ri transitions.
The target qubit is then given a 2⇡-pulse which allows a transition from |1i ! �|1i only if the control qubit
was not in state |ri. The target qubit is then given another ⇡-pulse allowing the transitions |0i ! |0i and
|ri ! �i|1i. The evolution is shown in the table below. Experimental demonstration of the controlled phase
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LiH molecule
VQE problem: LiH molecule (6 qubits) at depth 6, classical optimization SPSA 

Compare different entangling methods 
• iPHASEm, Cm−1NOT and iSWAP2 ,

standard CNOT chain
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Table I: Errors in Hartree for exact ground energy for 103 iteration SPSA simulations comparing the entangling
methods for H2 and LiH at depths 1 to 6.

Molecule Entangler d=1 d=2 d=3 d=4 d=5 d=6

H2

CNOT chain 4.8⇥ 10�4 1.8⇥ 10�4 1.9⇥ 10�4 3.2⇥ 10�4 4.1⇥ 10�4 5.9⇥ 10�4

CkNOT 2.1⇥ 10�4 1.5⇥ 10�4 1.8⇥ 10�4 3.1⇥ 10�4 3.2⇥ 10�4 6.0⇥ 10�4

iPHASEm 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2

iSWAP2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2

LiH

CNOT chain 1.0⇥ 10�1 3.1⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�2 1.6⇥ 10�3 1.5⇥ 10�2 1.5⇥ 10�3

CkNOT 1.2⇥ 10�1 2.6⇥ 10�2 1.8⇥ 10�2 5.0⇥ 10�3 1.5⇥ 10�2 6.6⇥ 10�3

iPHASEm 4.2⇥ 10�3 2.9⇥ 10�3 1.9⇥ 10�3 1.4⇥ 10�3 1.4⇥ 10�2 1.4⇥ 10�2

iSWAP2 2.4⇥ 10�2 2.1⇥ 10�3 4.3⇥ 10�2 1.9⇥ 10�3 2.3⇥ 10�3 2.0⇥ 10�3

Figure 5: A typical energy error from Hartree-Fock en-
ergy versus iteration number for the entangling meth-
ods iPHASEm, Cm�1NOT and iSWAP2 compared to the
standard CNOT chain. The VQE problem describes a
LiH molecule (6 qubits) at depth 6, with classical opti-
mization SPSA.

To investigate the dependence of the VQE results
on entangling methods for fixed (SPSA) classical opti-
mization algorithm, we first analyze the ground state of
LiH for d=6 using the iPHASEm, iSWAP2, Cm�1NOT
and CNOT chain gates (discussed in Sec. V) as shown
in Fig. 5. Here it is found that methods based on the
Rydberg interaction are able to perform comparably
to the CNOT chain method (see Sec. V.) Repeating
these simulations for LiH and H2 as a function of depth
d we get the resulting errors given in Table I. These
results seem to further support that Rydberg interaction
entangling methods can compare to the CNOT chain
method in terms of performance. The optimal entangling
method however appears to be problem dependent. The
entanglement depth d can open up the search space for
the trial state allowing lower errors to be reached as can
be seen in many of the LiH cases of Table I. However, it

can also overcomplicate the problem by introducing too
many rotation parameters and thus take more iterations
to converge as we see in H2 cases. Another interesting
fact is seen for iPHASEm and iSWAP2 at H2, where the
entangling method is not fit for the problem regardless
of the depth, and an error as low as the CNOT chain
and CkNOT errors is not reached.

Next, we analyze the ground state energies of LiH and
H2 as a function of the classical algorithm optimization
algorithm (SPSA or DIRECT, see Sec. VI) for both
CNOT and iPHASEm to check additional dependence
on the entangling method as shown in Fig. 6. We sum-
marize the results of the VQE calculations for a specific
molecule in terms of the depth and dimensionality. The
considered VQE problems are Hamiltonians of H2 at
depths 1 to 8 and of LiH at depths d 1 to 4. This
results in dimensions ranging from 10 to 84. In order to
compare SPSA and DIRECT, ground state energy com-
putation is iterated for 104 and 25 times respectively.
These numbers were chosen because for considered
ground state calculations, the errors of the SPSA
and DIRECT methods do not decrease by more than
10�4 Hartree in the last 103 and 5 iterations, respectively.

From Fig. 6 it can be seen that for H2 ((a) and (c))
SPSA performs better, while for LiH ((b) and (d))
the DIRECT algorithm performs better. However, the
DIRECT algorithm performs better on average at higher
depths regardless of the entangling method, although
this holds to a lesser degree for the iPHASEm results in
Fig. 6 (c). The DIRECT algorithm also performs better
for larger numbers of qubits m, indicating that dimen-
sionality D di↵erentiates significantly the performance
of classical search algorithms.

Having highlighted the role of dimensionality D, we
return finally to discuss the relatively lesser dependence
in Fig. 6 on the chosen entangling method. Comparing
the results for CNOT pairs (Figs. 6 (a) and (b)) and
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Several proposals for quantum gates. Not always trivial and timeconsuming...
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therefore apply the excitation scheme sketched in Fig. 1,
where the four internal states of the proposed qubits are
coupled via four lasers (which could e↵ectively be a com-
bination of lasers in case of a two-photon transition). The
parameter � is a small dimensionless number, indicat-
ing the ratio between the Rabi frequency for the ground
state to ground state coupling connecting |g0i and |g1i
and those of the dressing lasers, connecting |gji and |rji
for j = 0, 1). Additionally, the Rabi frequency of the cou-
pling laser that is connecting |r0i and |r1i is scaled by
�2. The interaction between the laser field and a single
atom is described by the single atom Hamiltonian

H(1) =
~⌦

1 + �2
⇥ (3)

✓
ei(⌘g(â

†+â)�!gt)|g1ihg0|

+ �ei(⌘0(â
†+â)�!0t)|r0ihg0|

+ �ei(⌘1(â
†+â)�!1t)|r1ihg1|

+ �2ei(⌘r(â
†+â)�!rt)|r1ihr0|

◆
+ H.C.,

where � is the dressing parameter, ⌦ is the Rabi fre-
quency, ⌘l = kl · ẑ

p
~/2m⌫ is the lth transition Lamb-

Dicke parameter (kl is the wave number, ẑ is a unit vec-
tor and l = g, 0, 1, r), â and â† are the ladder operators
of the qubit trap and !l is the lth laser frequency. The
exponential factors treat the e↵ect of the lasers on the ex-
ternal/trap states, which we will initially ignore, and only
consider their e↵ect on the internal states, by expanding
the exponentials in H(1) to zeroth order, denoted H̃(1).

The zeroth order single atom Hamiltonian has two dark

states

|D0i =
1p

1 + �2
(�|g0i � |r0i)

|D1i =
1p

1 + �2
(�|g1i � |r1i) , (4)

which we will ignore, and two bright states

|Oi = 1p
1 + �2

(|g0i+ �|r1i)

|Ii = 1p
1 + �2

(|g1i+ �|r0i) , (5)

which we will use as qubit states, as H̃(1)|Oi = ~⌦|Ii
and H̃(1)|Ii = ~⌦|Oi. Initialization of the qubit states
can be performed by appropriate laser pulses. Rydberg
dressing gives longer life times of our qubit states, com-
pared to direct Rydberg excitation, and allows for a finer
tuning of the interaction strength by means of adjusting
the dressing parameter � in addition to choice of Rydberg
state.
The interaction between the atoms and the laser light

not only changes the internal state of the atom, but also
their external state, i.e. the atoms gain momentum.
Therefore we have to consider the full laser interaction
Hamiltonian Eq. (3), including the exponential factors.
Using the shorthand notation ✓l = ⌘l(â† + â) � !lt, and
projecting H(1) onto the basis

S = (D0, D1, O, I) =
1p

1 + �2

0

B@

0 �� 1 0
�� 0 0 1
1 0 0 �
0 1 � 0

1

CA , (6)

constructed from the dark and qubit states of H̃(1), we
get

S�1H(1)S = ~⌦
✓
�(e�i✓0 � e�i✓g )|D0ihO|

+ �(e�i✓1 � ei✓g )|D1ihI|+ ei✓g |OihI|
◆
+H.C.,

(7)

ignoring terms higher than second order in �, since a
realistic setup would be nS Rydberg states with n ⇡ 100,
l ⇡ 3µm and ⌫ ⇡ 2⇡⇥100 kHz, we can expect � < 0.1, as
we will explain below. Therefore neglecting these terms
lead to errors on the order of 1%.
Additionally, assuming ⌘l to be small and taking the

Lamb-Dicke approximation, we get

� =exp
⇥
�i⌘k(â

† + â)
⇤
� exp

⇥
�i⌘l(â

† + â)
⇤

⇡ i (⌘l � ⌘k) (â
† + â)� 1

2

�
⌘2
l
� ⌘2

k

�
(â† + â)2. (8)

We will here assume that ⌘0 and ⌘1 are not only small
and comparable to ⌘g ⇡ 0.05, but in fact of equal ab-
solute value. This is not only desirable, but also eas-
ily realizable as the Lamb-Dicke parameter can be tuned
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FIG. 3. Time evolution at finite temperature of the two-qubit populations with the vibrational motion traced out, obtained
by propagating HI (Eq. (19)). Labels denote the population of the indicated state, OO is the population of |OOi and so
forth. The subfigures show populations of the time evolved states resulting in the creation of Bell states from pure qubit states
|OOi ! 1p

2
(|OOi + i|IIi) (a and c) and |IOi ! 1p

2
(|IOi + i|OIi) (b and d) at 0 temperature (a and b) and 5µK (c and

d). The other input states mirror this behavior. These Bell states can be achieved with high fidelity at realistic cold atom
temperatures, given the approximations made in this paper.

paper [2] ↵ is zero, as this ensures a ⇡/2 rotation in phase
space, but small adjustments to the Rabi frequency must
be made to compensate for the (usually) weaker mode
splitting achieved with the Rydberg interaction.

We have simulated the coherent time evolution starting
from each of the four two-qubit states (|OOi, |OIi, |IOi
and |IIi), in combination with a thermal ensemble of
oscillator states at temperatures ranging from 0µK to
5µK, see Fig. 3 for examples. For this simulation, we
have set all Lamb-Dicke parameters to ⌘ = 0.05, the
detunings are set to � = ±0.975⌫, the dressed interaction
strength W = 50 GHzµm6, the trap frequency is ⌫ =
2⇡ ⇥ 100 kHz and the distance between the atoms is set
to l = 3µm. The resulting splitting fraction is f⌫ =
1.1745 and atoms are pushed a further rmin = 0.1719µm
apart. In order to account for the o↵-resonant phase
accumulation in the relative mode of motion, which is
much closer in frequency compared to the trapped ion
case, we need ↵ = 0.1333.

Our simulation shows reliable creation of Bell states,
at all temperatures starting from all four of the inter-
nal two-qubit states. Tracing out the vibrational states,
we find fidelties of Bell state creation to be higher than

0.999 for all input states even at non-zero temperature,
under the approximations given above. We expect both
the anharmonicity of the trap and non-magic trapping of
the Rydberg part [36] to influence the fidelity of the en-
tanglement mechanism negatively: We estimate the trap
quality issues to reduce the fidelity of Bell state creation
by ⇠ 2%. Further we expect the finite life-time of the
Rydberg-dressed qubits, which we estimate to influence
the overall fidelity by ⇠ 1% for the 100S Rydberg level in
rubidium-85. Additional losses and reductions in fidelity,
due to neglected terms in the Hamiltonian are all below
1%, as they are all higher order in � ⇠ 0.1 or ⌘ ⇠ 0.01. By
increasing the principal quantum number of the Rydberg
level n of the dressed qubits, we expect these approxima-
tions to have a smaller e↵ect on the overall fidelities, as
� / n�11/4. The lifetime of the Rydberg-dressed state
will also increase [32, 37–39] as ��2n3 / n8pn by ne-
glecting black body radiation, which of course limits the
lifetime, but is not detrimental to this analysis, and can
be reduced by means of a cryostat. This leaves only the
quality of the traps as a significant source of errors, which
can not simply be reduced by a change of the dressing
parameter, and we expect this will be the limiting factor.
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FIG. 3. Time evolution at finite temperature of the two-qubit populations with the vibrational motion traced out, obtained
by propagating HI (Eq. (19)). Labels denote the population of the indicated state, OO is the population of |OOi and so
forth. The subfigures show populations of the time evolved states resulting in the creation of Bell states from pure qubit states
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d). The other input states mirror this behavior. These Bell states can be achieved with high fidelity at realistic cold atom
temperatures, given the approximations made in this paper.
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splitting achieved with the Rydberg interaction.

We have simulated the coherent time evolution starting
from each of the four two-qubit states (|OOi, |OIi, |IOi
and |IIi), in combination with a thermal ensemble of
oscillator states at temperatures ranging from 0µK to
5µK, see Fig. 3 for examples. For this simulation, we
have set all Lamb-Dicke parameters to ⌘ = 0.05, the
detunings are set to � = ±0.975⌫, the dressed interaction
strength W = 50 GHzµm6, the trap frequency is ⌫ =
2⇡ ⇥ 100 kHz and the distance between the atoms is set
to l = 3µm. The resulting splitting fraction is f⌫ =
1.1745 and atoms are pushed a further rmin = 0.1719µm
apart. In order to account for the o↵-resonant phase
accumulation in the relative mode of motion, which is
much closer in frequency compared to the trapped ion
case, we need ↵ = 0.1333.
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at all temperatures starting from all four of the inter-
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we find fidelties of Bell state creation to be higher than

0.999 for all input states even at non-zero temperature,
under the approximations given above. We expect both
the anharmonicity of the trap and non-magic trapping of
the Rydberg part [36] to influence the fidelity of the en-
tanglement mechanism negatively: We estimate the trap
quality issues to reduce the fidelity of Bell state creation
by ⇠ 2%. Further we expect the finite life-time of the
Rydberg-dressed qubits, which we estimate to influence
the overall fidelity by ⇠ 1% for the 100S Rydberg level in
rubidium-85. Additional losses and reductions in fidelity,
due to neglected terms in the Hamiltonian are all below
1%, as they are all higher order in � ⇠ 0.1 or ⌘ ⇠ 0.01. By
increasing the principal quantum number of the Rydberg
level n of the dressed qubits, we expect these approxima-
tions to have a smaller e↵ect on the overall fidelities, as
� / n�11/4. The lifetime of the Rydberg-dressed state
will also increase [32, 37–39] as ��2n3 / n8pn by ne-
glecting black body radiation, which of course limits the
lifetime, but is not detrimental to this analysis, and can
be reduced by means of a cryostat. This leaves only the
quality of the traps as a significant source of errors, which
can not simply be reduced by a change of the dressing
parameter, and we expect this will be the limiting factor.
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Optimized search through Hilbert space
NISQ regime: hardware-dependent optimisation
Gate-based computing                      vs.                     Pulse-based computing 

Multi-qubit entanglement
• Realised by controled long-range Rydberg-atom interaction
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Quantum Optimal
Control



Subject to:

= 0

Minimize

Rydberg interaction: globalIndividual qubit rotations

Work by Robert de Keijzer
implementation with
Rydberg atoms



Example with “global” Rydberg coupling
H2, two qubits
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Robert de Keijzer Research Diary May 21, 2021

Furthermore, I switched around |0ikh1|k and |1ikh0|k also here I thought it wouldn’t matter since we have
that

Tr
h
|1ikh0|k

⇣
⌘(t)U(t)† + U(t)⌘(t)†

⌘i
= Tr

h
|0ikh01|k

⇣
⌘(t)U(t)† + U(t)⌘(t)†

⌘i
(206)

by the trace properties. However, in the derivation this trace is multiplied by �Zk(t) which we would then
also have to conjugate.

Lastly I had some problems with the step function implementation in QuTip. The toolbox seemed to not
handle discontinuities in the time dependent Hamiltonians very well. Apparently there are some options
in the toolbox for this which I haven’t explored fully yet. I solved this by just solving for U(t) at every
discontinuity and then multiplying these solutions to get the full U . Then the program worked and I
spend some time optimizing it to make it a little faster.

For a m = 2 H2 molecule with T = 10,� = 10�4 we get the plots as shown below. The beginning values
for the Z are chosen constant so Z0

k
(t) = zk 2 C

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Error and converged pulses for H2 molecule with � = 10�4 and � = 10�2.

We can do the same for a 3 qubit Hamiltonian where we just tensor producted the Hmol with a matrix
[[1,0.3],[0.3,-1]]. This gives the results below
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Quantum Eindhoven building
With large underground lab for quantum technology
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Summary/Outlook
Hybrid quantum computation: 
• Quantum Inspire project QuantumDeltaNL
• Based on ultracold atoms in optical tweezers
• Interaction via Rydberg excitations

Variational quantum Eigensolver
• Investigation of hardware optimized strategies
• Different entanglement schemes: multi-qubit entanglement
• Pulse-based vs gate-based
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Thanks!
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